Abstract-The problem of computing a schedule of maximum robustness for the Mars Express mission is formulated and solved via linear programming (LP). We also provide a characterization of "easy" and "difficult" instances such that the former ones can be solved to optimality directly, without having recourse to any optimization algorithm. In both cases, provably optimal solutions are obtained in shorter computing time compared to previously published approaches. Starting from the simplified model already described in the literature, we extend it to consider real constraints. For this purpose, we define an integer LP model with four different objective functions and develop a decision support system based on hierarchical optimization of the first two objectives and multicriteria optimization of the other two.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ARS Express is a space mission of the European Space
Agency, aiming at the exploration of Mars by scientific observations carried out by instruments on board a spacecraft orbiting the red planet. Communications between the space segment and the ground segment are managed by the MEX Flight Control Team located at European Space Operations Centre (ESOC), Darmstadt, Germany. These communications must be scheduled according to the availability of visibility windows, when commands can be transmitted from the ground stations to the spacecraft and scientific data can be downloaded in the opposite direction.
In this paper, we consider the problem of data download from the space segment to the ground segment. All data produced by scientific observations are temporarily stored in memory devices with limited capacity on board the spacecraft. Besides scientific data, also housekeeping data are generated at a predictable rate and they also must be transmitted. However, the transmission plan for scientific data are more critical because of the uncertainty of the amount of data the instruments can produce, which can be larger or smaller than forecasted, according to the specific conditions in which the observations take place. For this reason, it is important to compute not only efficient but also robust plans.
The typical planning horizon spans a couple of weeks and a plan must be computed in a few minutes. Achieving maximum robustness by manual planning is a quite difficult and error-prone task and therefore automatic planning and scheduling tools are needed. However, it is also important to allow the decision makers to directly manage the tradeoff between different conflicting objectives, such as, for instance, the robustness of the plan, the number of operations from distinct memory devices, and the value of lost and residual data. For this purpose, we have developed a decision support systems, relying upon suitable mathematical programming models and algorithms. The Mars Express memory dumping problem was introduced by Cesta et al. [1] , [2] . An algorithm to compute robust schedules was presented by Oddi and Policella [3] , [4] for a simplified version of the problem. The algorithm is heuristic and iteratively improves the schedule robustness by solving a sequence of max-flow problems with classical polynomial-time specialized algorithms, such as the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [5] .
In the first part of this paper (see Sections II-IV), we further elaborate on the simplified formulation presented in [3] and [4] , and we develop a linear-programming (LP) model to compute schedules of maximum robustness. This approach provides provably optimal solutions in a very short time. We also give necessary and sufficient conditions to characterize "easy" and "difficult" instances, such that the former ones can be solved directly without any optimization algorithm. We also illustrate a heuristic algorithm which is faster than LP and provides an excellent tradeoff between approximation and computing time.
In the second part of the paper (see Sections V and VI), we extend the approach to the model of the complete problem: we take into account new objectives, additional constraints, and priorities related to housekeeping data and to the management of unavoidable data losses. We present an integer LP model with four objective functions of different importance and combine hierarchical optimization of the first two objectives with multicriteria optimization of the last two. In this last step, two different ways of computing the Pareto-optimal set are developed, computationally tested, and compared.
II. SIMPLIFIED PROBLEM
Following Oddi and Policella [3] , [4] , we define a basic version of the Mars Express memory dumping problem as follows.
A. Data
We are given a set I of packet stores with a finite capacity c i for each i ∈ I, and a set J of time windows that are available for the transmission of data to the Earth: the overall available capacity b j is known for each time window j ∈ J . In each time period between two consecutive time windows, say j − 1 and j, scientific data are acquired; these data are stored into the packet stores at the end of each time window j ∈ J , i.e., after the transmission of old data to the Earth: the forecasted amount d ij of new data to be stored in each packet store i ∈ I at the end of each time window j ∈ J is known. We remark that the store operation takes effect only at the end of the time window: hence the amount of data d ij cannot be transmitted during time window j ∈ J . We are also given an initial amount of data d i0 in each packet store i ∈ I.
B. Variables
The decision variables are the amounts of data to be transferred from each packet store i ∈ I to the Earth in each time window j ∈ J . We indicate these continuous nonnegative variables by x ij . We also introduce auxiliary variables y ij to indicate the amount of data stored in each packet store i ∈ I after each time window j ∈ J and z ij to indicate the amount of data stored in each packet store i ∈ I after the data transmission in time window j ∈ J , and before the store operation occurring in the same time window. The amounts of scientific data are measured in bits, and hence, they are inherently discrete. The assumption that the amount of data to download is represented by a continuous variable is justified by the very large ratio between the amounts of data to download (of the order of megabytes) and the smallest (indivisible) unit of data, i.e., 1 bit. Rounding fractional solutions to integer values does not cause any practical inconvenience.
The flow of data in and from a packet store in a given time window is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
C. Constraints
Flow conservation constraints represent the operations in each packet store i ∈ I and in each time window j ∈ J , as follows:
To forbid overdumping and overwriting, upper and lower bounds are imposed to the variables
Finally, the capacity constraints on transmissions are imposed through the following constraints:
D. Objective Function
The objective of the optimization is the robustness of the schedule. This is measured by the maximum fraction of capacity (or saturation) of a packet store, which is taken by stored data at any point in the schedule. A schedule is robust when this fraction is low, because this yields safety margins to manage unexpected peaks of acquired data. Since the objective function is of "min-max" type, we introduce an auxiliary continuous variable α ≥ 0 to be minimized and replace constraints (4) with the following constraints:
With the notation mentioned earlier, the schedule robustness optimization problem can be formulated as follows:
The model yields an LP problem, easily solvable by the very effective LP solvers available today. Computational results with this model are reported in Section IV.
III. OPTIMALLY BALANCED SOLUTIONS
We define a solution to be optimally balanced after a given time window if and only if both these conditions hold.
1) Condition 1: The overall amount of stored data are minimum. 2) Condition 2: The fraction of capacity taken by stored data are the same in all packet stores. The reason for condition 1 is that we consider only schedules in which data are transmitted to the Earth as soon as possible, so that no transmission capacity is left unused unless all packet stores are empty. It is easy to prove that leaving more data than necessary in some packet stores cannot improve the robustness of the schedule. Condition 2 is an obvious necessary and sufficient condition for a solution to be optimally balanced due to the min-max objective function.
In the remainder, we give necessary and sufficient conditions to characterize "easy" and "difficult" instances; easy instances are such that after each time window, it is possible to satisfy the previous two conditions.
A. Keeping Solutions Balanced
Considering two consecutive time windows, say j − 1 and j, we assume that after time window j − 1, the solution is optimally balanced (the amount of stored data are minimum and uniformly assigned to the packet stores), and we give necessary and sufficient conditions for the same property to hold after time window j.
We assume that α j −1 = y i j−1 /c ij ∀i ∈ I, i.e., the same fraction of capacity is used in all packet stores at the end of time window j − 1. We want to obtain α j = y ij /c ij ∀i ∈ I, i.e., the same property must hold after the end of time window j. We use the following total quantities:
, and Y j = i∈I y ij . They indicate, respectively, the overall amount of new data stored, the overall amount of old data downloaded, the overall capacity of the packet stores, and the overall amount of data stored after time windows j − 1 and j. Note that
We must distinguish between two different cases: in Case 1, we have Y j −1 ≤ b j and X j = Y j −1 , and in Case 2, we have
, in order to fulfill condition 1, it is necessary to transmit all the content of all packet stores, i.e., x ij = y i j−1 ∀i ∈ I and X j = Y j −1 . Therefore, the new data are the only data stored at the end of the latter time window; hence, an optimally balanced solution is achieved if and only if
Case 2: If Y j −1 > b j , in order to fulfill condition 1, we have X j = b j ; however, in this case, some residual data remain in the packet stores and the values of the variables x ij are not automatically determined. Instead, each of them is constrained between 0 and y i j−1 for each packet store.
The following relations hold:
Starting from an optimally balanced solution, another optimally balanced solution is achieved if and only if the previous equations admit a solution such that 0 ≤ x ij ≤ y i j−1 ∀i ∈ I.
From the previous equations, we obtain
Since each packet store must be filled by a fraction of capacity equal to α j , we want to have
and hence
from which we obtain
When these conditions hold, it is possible to determine the optimal values of the x variables directly from (14)- (16), without having recourse to any optimization algorithm.
B. Balancing an Unbalanced Solution
Even if for some time window j − 1, it is impossible to achieve an optimally balanced solution, as defined before; it is, however, of practical interest to keep the solution as balanced as possible in the subsequent time window j. Following the method outlined before for case 2, it easy to show that an optimally balanced solution can be achieved after a given time window j from any solution after the previous time window j − 1 if and only if the following condition holds for all i ∈ I:
The condition resembles condition (18) with the difference that the upper and lower limits to d ij are now increased by a term
, which can be positive or negative according to the load unbalance in packet store i ∈ Iwith respect to the average load
In case 1, i.e., when Y j −1 ≤ b j , the analysis presented in the previous section still holds.
C. Greedy Balancing Algorithm
If the previous condition (20) does not hold, it is not possible to achieve an optimally balanced solution after time window j, but it is still of interest to compute a solution as balanced as possible, i.e., a solution in which the maximum saturation level among all packet stores is minimized. This can be achieved by the following greedy balancing algorithm. We compute h ij = (y i j−1 + d ij )/c ij for each packet store i ∈ I: these are the saturation values that would be obtained without any data download (possibly exceeding 100%). These values are arranged in a sorted list H in nonincreasing order. Then, we consider the values d ij /c ij and arrange them in another sorted list F in nonincreasing order. At each iteration, the algorithm considers the subset of packet stores from which it is still possible to download further data and it selects those with maximum saturation level among them; let us call A the set of these packet stores.
At each iteration the algorithm computes the amount of data to be downloaded from the packet stores in A in order to decrease their saturation level to a same target value. The target value is the maximum between the next value in list H and the next value in list F . Whenever the target value is an H-value, the corresponding packet store is inserted into A, and whenever the target value is an F -value, the corresponding packet store is deleted from A. The residual capacity is updated at each iteration and the algorithm stops when it is null. The pseudocode of the greedy balancing algorithm is reported in algorithm 1, where r represents the residual capacity,ĥ andf are the two indices used to scan the sorted lists, level indicates the saturation level reached by the packet stores in A, U indicates the overall capacity of the packet stores in A, and x indicates the overall amount of data downloaded from the packet stores in A at each iteration of the algorithm. Fig. 2 illustrates the algorithm.
D. Fast Heuristic
The analysis presented earlier directly suggests the implementation of a very simple and fast heuristic, which iteratively considers the time windows in chronological order, analyzes each of them in order to detect whether the corresponding balancing subproblem is "easy" or "difficult," and solves it either directly with the formulas presented in Section III-A and III-B, or by the greedy balancing algorithm described in Section III-C.
If all subproblems, one for each time window, happen to be "easy," then the overall problem is also "easy" and the overall solution computed by the heuristic algorithm is guaranteed to be optimal; otherwise, there is no optimality guarantee. The advantage of such a heuristic algorithm is to avoid solving a potentially large LP problem, in case of very tight time restrictions (for instance, when real-time replanning is needed).
The pseudocode of the heuristic is reported in algorithm 2.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Computational experiments have been done on the benchmark instances provided by Oddi and Policella [3] , [4] , available online. They have been produced from real data and some randomization, as described in the cited references. In particular, dataset B5 is made of nine different instances, each one with up to 13 packet stores and a number of payload operation requests (yielding data-store operations) ranging from 15 to 96. The LP instances have been solved by the free LP-solver Gnu LP Kit (GLPK), available online. The computational experiments have been done on a PC with Intel Core2 Duo T7300 CPU 2.0 GHz, and 4-GB RAM. Table I reports the maximum saturation levels obtained with the algorithm of Oddi and Policella (column OP), those obtained with the heuristic described in Section III-D (column HEUR) and the optimal ones given by the solution of the LP models (7)-(13) (column OPT). Our heuristic provides an average percentage gap from optimality of 5.37%, while the optimality gap for the OP algorithm is 12.07%.
These results are obtained at the expense of a negligible computing time, as shown in Table II : the reported results are referred to three benchmarks: the first one, B5, is the same as before; the other two are artificially made by combining together two or more instances from B5, in order to have a larger number of packet stores. In dataset B5, the percentage of "easy" iterations is greater than 75%, although some "difficult iteration" is always encountered. For the sake of comparison with the state of the art, the computing time reported in [4] for solving instance B5 in an approximate way is 21.8 s on a 1.8-GHz processor; therefore, our exact method turns out to be three orders of magnitude faster and our heuristic turns out to be four orders of magnitude faster.
V. EXTENSIONS
The model considered so far is a simplified version of the real Mars Express memory dumping problem. In this section, we describe how our mathematical-programming approach can be extended to cope with additional restrictions and objectives.
A. Housekeeping Data
Six packet stores are dedicated to store housekeeping data. These data are not the result of scientific observations and measurements, but rather they describe events occurred on board the space equipment. Every day the six packet stores are completely filled and they must be emptied as soon as possible before a new data injection. These packet stores are double-faced devices, such that they can be written on one face, while they are read on the other one. This allows a continuous storage of data, not interrupted by transmission operations. However, this also implies that every time the device rotates, one of the two faces must be completely free, i.e., all data stored on it must have been transmitted. Hence, the transmission of housekeeping data must be done in one shot in a single time window. In mathematical terms, in any time window j, the amount x ij of housekeeping data transmitted from a packet store i is only allowed to be 0 or the total amount stored y ij .
The dump operations for housekeeping packet stores are managed without having recourse to a mathematical model. We developed a preprocessing phase in which while analyzing the time windows between two consecutive data injections (24 h), we assign the dump of a housekeeping packet store to the first available window with enough dump capacity. The residual capacity remains available for the transmission of scientific data.
B. Data Losses
It may be the case that due to unpredictable reduction of the transmission time windows or to an exceptional peak in the flow of scientific data, overwriting is unavoidable. This can be represented in our mathematical formulation by changing flow balance equations (2), as follows:
where the term v ij ≥ 0 represents the amount of data lost from packet store i ∈ I in time window j ∈ J .
When overwriting occurs, in order to minimize the impact of this failure, it is important to decide which data to loose. For this purpose, priorities are associated with packet stores and we use such priorities as weights, expressing the relative importance of data. In this case, the objective to be optimized is simply expressed by the weighted sum of the amount of lost data
C. Residual Data
Mars Express mission managers want to dump as many data as possible minimizing the residual amount in packet stores at the end of the planned period. This request is taken into account introducing a new objective in our model
Such an objective is perceived by Mars Express mission managers as the most important after the minimization of data losses.
D. Number of Dump Operations
Dump operations are driven by telecommands sent from the Earth. The dispatch of telecommands involves costs, uplink band occupation, and risk. For these reasons, the lower the number of dump operations to perform, the higher the quality of a plan. In order to achieve this goal, we introduce binary variables w ij for each packet store i ∈ I and each time window j ∈ J . The content of packet store i ∈ I is transmitted to the Earth during time window j ∈ J if and only if w ij = 1. Moreover, we introduce constraints
which ensure that only when w ij = 1, a dump operation can take place. With these definitions, the objective function is
E. Saturation and Robustness
As described in the previous section, one of the objectives of the planning algorithm is to maximize the robustness of the dump plan, i.e., to minimize the maximum saturation level α of the packet stores within the planning horizon. This part is taken without modifications from the first part of our study, described in Sections II and III. We indicate this objective function by
It is worth remarking that optimizing f 2 with higher priority than f 4 acts as a remedy to a typical and undesirable effect of "min-max" (or "max-min") objective functions, i.e., allowing for multiple optimal solutions. When a certain packet store in a certain time window acts as the optimization bottleneck, constraining the minimum achievable value of α, the saturation levels of all the other packet stores in all the other time windows have no effect on the solution. Due to the optimization of f 2 , solutions in which the amount of downloaded data are maximum are preferred among the set of solutions that are equivalent from the viewpoint of the maximum saturation α.
F. Hierarchical Optimization
The resulting optimization problem falls in the realm of multiobjective, mixed-integer LP, involving continuous, integer, and binary variables, and it is solvable by state-of-the-art generalpurpose solvers. The objectives are hierarchically sorted and taken into account one at a time. In this way, each objective in the extended problem is handled in a different step and the problem is iteratively solved: in each iteration, only one objective is optimized and the outcome of the previous iterations is taken into account by adding suitable constraints. This is true for all objective functions but the last two: indeed, there is no hierarchical relationship between f 3 and f 4 . Hence, when f 1 and f 2 have been optimized, we use multiobjective optimization techniques to compute a Pareto-optimal region corresponding to the tradeoff between f 3 (minimization of the number of dump operations) and f 4 (minimization of the maximum saturation).
In the first iteration, we minimize the impact of data loss that may occur: our objective function is f 1 , as defined in (22).
In the next steps, we add the constraint
where f * 1 is the optimal value of f 1 . In the second iteration, the algorithm minimizes f 2 , i.e., the amount of residual data at the end of the planning horizon, as defined in (23). To take into account the result of this iteration in the following iterations, we add a constraint imposing that the final residual data must not exceed the optimum value of f 2 :
(27)
In the last phase of our algorithm, we perform a multiobjective analysis involving the minimum number f * 3 of dump operations needed for the transmission of the data from Mars to the Earth and the minimum saturation level f * 4 achievable according to the outcomes of the first two steps.
We have developed and compared two different techniques to compute the Pareto-optimal region: in the former case, called fixed saturation level (FSL), we minimize the number of dump operations (objective function f 3 ) while imposing an upper bound on maximum saturation level with the following constraint:
where β is a constant ranging from 0 to 1 that represents the maximum allowed saturation level.
In the latter case, called fixed dump operations (FDOs), we minimize the maximum saturation level (objective function f 4 ) while imposing an upper bound on the number of dump operations by means of the constraint
where ρ is an integer constant value representing the maximum number of dump operations allowed. In both cases, an iterative procedure gradually raises the parameter, either β or ρ, by a predefined quantity and solves the resulting problem instance. In particular, we separately optimize f 3 with β = 1 and f 4 without constraints (29). We indicate the number of dump operations obtained in the former case by f * 3 , and the saturation level and the number of dump operations in latter case by f * 4 and ρ max , respectively. Then, the Paretooptimal region is computed with FSL technique by initializing β to f * 4 and increasing it by 5% at every iteration, while with FDO technique, it is computed by initializing ρ to f * 3 and increasing it by (ρ max − f * 3 )/20 at every iteration.
VI. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
We could test our algorithms on real data coming from the Mars Express planning team at ESOC. Starting from these data, we built a 23-instance test set that we used to evaluate the performances of our approach. Every instance represents a typical and ordinary situation, and covers a planning horizon ranging from 3 to 28 days. Due to the complexity of the model and due to the size of the instances, we did not use GLPK but rather ILOG CPLEX 11.0.
To make a comparison between our approach and the state of the art, we have solved the instances in the test set also using MEXAR2 version 4.0. MEXAR2 is a software tool for generating dump activities plans for Mars Express, which is currently in use at ESOC. MEXAR2 can run with different settings, yielding different tradeoffs between robustness, number of dump operations, and computing time. For the purpose of our tests, we chose to run MEXAR2 with settings "priority = ON," "robustness = 100%," and "min duration = OFF," because this yields in average the best value for the maximum saturation with no large increase in terms of dump operations. We refer to these settings as "default settings" in the remainder. In some tables, we also reported minimum and maximum values obtained with MEXAR2 with eight different settings, chosen in order to explore the whole range of possibilities in the tradeoff between robustness, number of dump operations, and computing time.
All computational experiments, both for our models and MEXAR2, have been done on a PC with Intel Core2 Duo E6850 CPU (3.0 GHz) and 4 GB RAM. Because CPLEX typically used a lot of computational time to solve instances larger than five days, we have set five different time limits to its execution: indicating the number of days covered by an instance by d, five time limits (expressed in seconds) have been set
and 100 × d. The time limit is actually taken into account by our procedure only in the multiobjective iteration, which is the real core of the optimization process; the time limit is imposed to the computation of each Pareto-optimal solution. The previous iterations (optimization of f 1 and f 2 ) are solved to optimality in a fraction of a second. The use of five different time limits allowed us to easily investigate how the quality of the Pareto-optimal solutions generated by our model depends on the elapsed computing time.
Hereafter, we present our results with FSL and FDO to generate the Pareto-optimal region of f 3 and f 4 and a comparison between the two techniques.
A. Fixed Saturation Level
The values reported in Table III represent the number of dump operations (objective f 3 ) planned by our algorithm in order to generate a plan with a given maximum saturation level (objective f 4 ): for this purpose, the value of the parameter β in constraint (28) was set to the value obtained by MEXAR2 with default settings. For every instance, we list different values for f 3 depending on different time limits. MEXAR2 has been run without time limits. For both our algorithm and MEXAR2, the data reported in Table III are referred to the download operations of scientific data only, without taking into account the download operations for housekeeping data (six downloads per day).
The approach based on mathematical programming significantly reduces the number of transmissions compared with the plans generated by MEXAR2 with the same saturation level. This improvement is observable for every instance regardless of the size and the time limit imposed to our algorithm.
As shown in Table IV , as the amount of the available computing time is increased, the quality of the solutions becomes better and better. However, raising the time limit by 100 times from 1 to 100 s/day, the average improvement is only 1.05%. Taking into account the results in Table III as well as the computing times presented in Table V, a time limit equal to 10 s/day turns out to be a good compromise between the quality of the plan and the computing time. Indeed, it produces high-quality solutions, only slightly worse (less than 2% in the worse case: instance I72-98) than the 100-s solutions, with a computing time comparable to that of MEXAR2 with default settings, which is perceived as satisfactory by the user. Fig. 3 shows the results obtained by our technique on instance I88-98 with three different time limits. 
B. Fixed Dump Operations
The results achieved with FDO are reported in Table VI . In particular, we report the maximum saturation level obtained by our algorithm with a fixed amount of allowed dump operations and a time limit equal to 10s × d for each Pareto-optimal solution. For this purpose, the ρ value in constraint (29) was set equal to the number of operations in the dump plan generated by MEXAR2 with default settings.
Using a fixed number of dump operations, our algorithm turns out to be very fast: it closes every instance in less than 3 s and, on average, it only needs a fraction (usually about 2%) of the computational time used by MEXAR2 on the same instance. Such a large improvement is easily explained: using the result of MEXAR2 as bounds on the maximum number of dump operations, since these bounds are not tight, there is a surplus of available download opportunities, and hence, constraint (29) often becomes redundant, yielding an easy problem instance. Fig. 4 (referred to instance I81-85 with 10s × d time limit) shows that tighter constraints yield harder instances, even when the size of the instance is small (five days).
C. Comparison Between FSL and FDO
Comparing the two strategies, we implemented, FSL and FDO, the former turns out to be faster. We compared them on a pair of large instances, I71-91 (21 days) and I71-98 (28 days), with the same time limits for each Pareto-optimal solution for both techniques. The resulting Pareto-optimal regions are displayed in Figs. 5 and 6. It is clearly visible that FSL is often better than FDO and on instance I71-98 it is never worse.
In Table VII , we report the average computing time of both approaches. In order to close more instances, we have used a time limit equal to 100s × d to compute these results. In almost every instance FSL turns out to be faster than FDO and, on average, it uses about 68% less computing time for each Paretooptimal solution. Finally, analyzing the quality of the dump plan generated by both techniques on time-limited instances (for instances that are solved to optimality both our approaches obviously generate equivalent plans), it is possible to observe that FSL, spending less computing time than FDO, is able to generate plans using, on average, about 8% fewer dump operations and achieving the same maximum saturation level as FDO.
VII. CONCLUSION
In the first part of this paper, we have analyzed and solved the problem of computing a schedule of maximum robustness for the Mars Express mission, as described in [4] . We have presented an LP formulation allowing for the exact solution of the problem by LP solvers. Our analysis also provides a characterization of "easy" and "difficult" instances, which is the base for a heuristic algorithm that produces nearly optimal solutions in a very short computing time.
In the second part of the paper, we have considered additional real constraints and objectives concerning housekeeping data, residual data, priorities, and number of dump operations, as described in [1] and [2] . The resulting multiobjective, mixedinteger LP models have been solved to optimality by integer LP solvers, yielding very good or provably optimal solutions in a short computing time. The most important objective functions are dealt with in a hierarchical way, while the last two are analyzed with multiobjective programming techniques, yielding an exact or approximated Pareto-optimal region. We have developed two complementary methods to produce the Paretooptimal region and have experimentally compared them on real data. The ability to incorporate different and conflicting objective functions in the mathematical models allows to set up an effective decision-support system for the decision makers who manage the space mission.
In general, scheduling problems involve binary variables and disjunctive constraints and they are intractable (nondeterministic polynomial-time (NP) hard). They cannot be formulated as linear programs (with continuous variables) but as integer linear programs (with discrete or binary variables). The problem considered in this paper is a very special case, allowing for an LP formulation without any discrete variable (in its simplified version, presented in Sections II-IV). Models and algorithms, we have described strongly rely upon this feature and were specifically designed for this application. However, we remark that mathematical programming is a general method applicable to planning and scheduling problems, not only in the aerospace sector but also in industrial manufacturing as well as in the service industry. An example is shown in Sections V and VI, where the extended problem is solved by a general-purpose integer LP tool (ILOG CPLEX) without the need of developing any specialized planning and scheduling algorithm.
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